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“General Chapter”
Peter Nunes
FIT ASCE President
pnunes@fit.edu

The Year was started with a bang! We have seen a lot of new faces, from freshmen up to seniors along with some familiar faces. The excitement was contagious as Peter Nunes, Priyanka, Charles and Corey did presentations on previous years of ASCE. This included presentations on Concrete Canoe, Steel Bridge and other activities that were done at regional’s. I have a feeling this semester is going to be a good one!

For more information about sponsoring our chapter or speaking at one of our meetings contact Cassandra Morecroft King at deepdivergurl@gmail.com.

For more information about the general chapter, email Peter Nunes, ASCE President, at pnunes@fit.edu

Aurora
FIT ASCE Conference Chair

The regional Conference this year will be held in Aubrun Alabama. Rules and competitions are due to be out soon.

For more information, email Aurora ajover@my.fit.edu

“Concrete Canoe”
Priyanka Prackash
FIT ASCE Concrete Canoe Chair
Pprackash2008@fit.edu

The ranks for Concrete Canoe have swelled this year. They were many new faces which is awesome! A name and theme are into consideration. The design team has also started to brainstorm different ideas, hopefully the rules are out soon then the work can really begin. Keep up the good work!

For more information, email Priyanka at pprakash2008@fit.edu

“Steel Bridge”
Charles Russell and Corey Warmack
FIT ASCE Steel Bridge Chair(s)

The ranks for Steel Bridge have also increased this year. Many excited faces were seen, listening with rapt attention while the two captains explained the ins and outs of Steel Bridge. The design is already in progress and hopefully the rules will be out soon! Again, keep up the good work!

For more information, email Charles or Corey at crusse032006@fit.edu or cwomack2008@my.fit.edu respectively.

For contributions to the chapter’s projects please send checks to:
Dr. Ashok Pandit
Florida Institute of Technology
Civil Engineering Department
Melbourne, FL 32901
In the memo line put Florida Tech ASCE…thank you!

Upcoming Events

If you would like any additional information please feel free to contact Peter Nunes, ASCE President, at pnunes@fit.edu.